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ABSTRACT77
This paper presents the results from one of the first observations of ionospheric scintillation taken78
using the Low-Frequency Array (LOFAR). The observation was of the strong natural radio source79
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Cassiopeia A, taken overnight on 18-19 August 2013, and exhibited moderately strong scatter-80
ing effects in dynamic spectra of intensity received across an observing bandwidth of 10-80 MHz.81
Delay-Doppler spectra (the 2-D FFT of the dynamic spectrum) from the first hour of observation82
showed two discrete parabolic arcs, one with a steep curvature and the other shallow, which can83
be used to provide estimates of the distance to, and velocity of, the scattering plasma. A cross-84
correlation analysis of data received by the dense array of stations in the LOFAR “core” reveals85
two different velocities in the scintillation pattern: a primary velocity of ∼20-40 m s−1 with a north-86
west to south-east direction, associated with the steep parabolic arc and a scattering altitude in the87
F-region or higher, and a secondary velocity of ∼110 m s−1 with a north-east to south-west di-88
rection, associated with the shallow arc and a scattering altitude in the D-region. Geomagnetic89
activity was low in the mid-latitudes at the time, but a weak sub-storm at high latitudes reached its90
peak at the start of the observation. An analysis of Global Navigation Satellite Systems (GNSS)91
and ionosonde data from the time reveals a larger–scale travelling ionospheric disturbance (TID),92
possibly the result of the high–latitude activity, travelling in the north-west to south-east direction,93
and, simultaneously, a smaller–scale TID travelling in a north-east to south-west direction, which94
could be associated with atmospheric gravity wave activity. The LOFAR observation shows scat-95
tering from both TIDs, at different altitudes and propagating in different directions. To the best of96
our knowledge this is the first time that such a phenomenon has been reported.97
Key words. ionospheric scintillation – travelling ionospheric disturbances – instability mecha-
nisms
1. Introduction98
Radio waves from compact sources can be strongly affected by any ionised medium through which99
they pass. Refraction through large-scale density structures in the medium leads to strong lensing100
effects where the radio source appears, if imaged, to focus, de-focus and change shape as the den-101
sity structures in the line of sight themselves move and change. Diffraction of the wavefront by102
small-scale density structures leads to variations building up in the intensity of the wavefront with103
distance from the scattering medium, due to interference between the scattered waves, an effect104
known as scintillation. Observations of all these effects thus contain a great deal of information on105
the medium through which the radio waves have passed, including the large-scale density, turbu-106
lence, and the movement of the medium across the line of sight. Since the second world war, a107
large number of studies have shown the effect of ionospheric density variations on radio signals, as108
reviewed by Aarons (1982), and this can lead to disruption for applications using Global Navigation109
Satellite Systems (GNSS, e.g., GPS), as thoroughly reviewed by, e.g., Hapgood (2017). The Low-110
Frequency Array (LOFAR - van Haarlem et al. (2013)) is Europe’s largest low-frequency radio111
telescope, operating across the frequency band 10–250 MHz, and with a dense array of stations in112
the Netherlands and, at the time of writing, 13 stations internationally from Ireland to Poland. It113
was conceived and designed for radio astronomy but, at these frequencies, the ionosphere can also114
have a strong effect on the radio astronomy measurement (de Gasperin et al., 2018). Ionospheric115
scintillation, which is rarely seen over the mid-latitudes on the high-frequency signals of GNSS, is116
seen almost continually in observations of strong natural radio sources by LOFAR.117
The wide bandwidth available with LOFAR enables an easy and direct assessment of scatter-118
ing conditions and how they change in a given observation, including whether scattering is weak119
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or strong, or refractive effects dominate, and enables further information to be gleaned from delay-120
Doppler spectra (the 2-D FFT of a dynamic spectrum, termed variously as the “scattering function”,121
“generalised power spectrum”, or “secondary spectrum” - here we use the term “delay-Doppler”122
spectrum as this clearly describes what the spectrum shows). In observations of interstellar scintil-123
lation these spectra can exhibit discrete parabolic arcs which can be modelled to give information124
on the distance to the scattering “screen” giving rise to the scintillation and its velocity across the125
line of sight (Stinebring et al., 2001; Cordes et al., 2006). Broadband observations of ionospheric126
scintillation are not common, but such arcs have been observed using the Kilpisja¨rvi Atmospheric127
Imaging Receiver Array (KAIRA, McKay-Bukowski et al. (2014) – an independent station built128
using LOFAR hardware in arctic Finland) in a study by Fallows et al. (2014). Model spectra pro-129
duced by Knepp and Nickisch (2009) have also illustrated parabolic arc structures, particularly in130
the case of scattering from a thin scattering screen.131
The wide spatial distribution of LOFAR stations also enables scintillation conditions at these132
observing frequencies to be sampled over a large part of western Europe. A dense “core” of 24133
stations, situated near Exloo in the north-east of the Netherlands, over an area with a diameter of134
∼3.5 km further provides a more detailed spatial view of the scintillation pattern in its field of view.135
LOFAR thus enables detailed studies of ionospheric scintillation to be undertaken which can136
both reveal details which would be unavailable to discrete-frequency observations such as those137
taken using GNSS receivers, and act as a low-frequency complement to these observations to probe138
potentially different scattering scales.139
A number of different phenomena can lead to scattering effects in radio wave propagation through140
the mid-latitude ionosphere: Ionisation structures due to gradients in the spatial distribution of the141
plasma density can arise from a southward expansion of the auroral oval or from large- to small-142
scale travelling ionospheric disturbances (TIDs). Large-scale TIDs (LSTIDs) with wavelengths of143
about 200 km typically propagate southward after forming in the high-latitude ionosphere in re-144
sponse to magnetic disturbances (e.g. storms or sub-storms, Tsugawa et al. (2004)). On the other145
hand, medium-scale TIDs (MSTIDs) seem to form in response to phenomena occurring in the neu-146
tral atmosphere triggering atmospheric gravity waves (AGWs), which then propagate upwards to147
generate TIDs at ionospheric heights (Kelley, 2009). The morphology of MSTIDs varies with local148
time, season, and magnetic longitude. Their propagation shows irregular patterns that vary on a149
case-by-case basis, although they commonly seem to propagate mainly equatorward during winter150
daytime and westward during summer night-time (Herna´ndez-Pajares et al., 2006, 2012; Tsugawa151
et al., 2007; Saito and Fukao, 1998; Emardson et al., 2013). Smaller-scale ionisation gradients,152
likely associated with the Perkins instability (Kelley, 2009, 2011), can then form as a consequence153
of the presence of MSTIDs, potentially leading to scintillation at LOFAR frequencies.154
In this paper, we perform an in-depth analysis of ionospheric scintillation seen in an observation155
of the strong natural radio source Cassiopeia A (Cas A) overnight on 18-19 August 2013. This156
observation was amongst the first of its kind taken with LOFAR and exhibited quite strong scattering157
effects across the 10-80 MHz band. The purpose of this paper is both technical and scientific: We158
first describe the observation itself, and then demonstrate several techniques to analyse LOFAR data159
and show how these can bring out the details of ionospheric structures. Finally, we use supporting160
data from GNSS and ionosondes to get a broader picture of conditions in the ionosphere at the time161
and how these give rise to the scintillation seen by LOFAR.162
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2. The LOFAR Observation163
LOFAR observed Cas A (Right Ascension 23h23m24s, Declination +58◦48’54”) between 21:05 UT164
on 18 August 2013 and 04:05 UT on 19 August 2013, recording dynamic spectra from each indi-165
vidual station with a sampling time of 0.083 s over the band 2.24-97.55 MHz from each available166
station. The observing band was sampled with 7808 channels of 12.207 kHz each, but averaged167
over each successive 16-channel block to 488 subbands of 195.3125 kHz for the analyses described168
in this paper. At the time of observation the available stations were the 24 stations of the LOFAR169
“core”, 13 “remote” stations across the north-east of the Netherlands, and the international stations170
at Effelsburg, Unterweilenbach, Tautenburg, Potsdam, and Ju¨lich (Germany), Nanc¸ay (France),171
Onsala (Sweden), and Chilbolton (UK). The reader is referred to van Haarlem et al. (2013) for172
full details of the LOFAR receiving system. The raw data for this observation can be obtained from173
the LOFAR long-term archive (lta.lofar.eu); observation ID L169059 under project “IPS”.174
We first illustrate the data in a more traditional sense. Figure 1 shows time series’ at three discrete175
observing frequencies of the data taken by LOFAR station CS002, at the centre of the core, and their176
associated power spectra. The power spectra show a fairly typical shape for intensity scintillation:177
An initial flat section at the lowest spectral frequencies represents scattering from larger-scale den-178
sity structures which are close enough to the observer that the scattered waves have not had the179
space to fully interfere to develop a full intensity scintillation pattern; the turnover (often termed180
the “Fresnel Knee”) indicates the largest density scales for which the intensity scintillation pattern181
has fully formed; this is followed by a power-law in the spectra illustrating the cascade from larger182
to smaller density scales, which is cut off in these spectra by white noise due to the receiving system183
(the flat section covering high spectral frequencies).184
However, the advantage of observing a natural radio source with LOFAR is that full dynamic185
spectra can be produced covering the full observed band. Dynamic spectra of data taken by LOFAR186
station CS002 are presented in Figure 2, which includes a dynamic spectrum of the full observation,187
alongside more detailed views of three different single hours of the observation to illustrate the188
range of scattering conditions seen. The strength of the scattering can be seen much more clearly189
in this view, compared to time series’ from discrete observing frequencies. In general, scattering190
appears weak in this observation at the highest observing frequencies (where intensity remains191
highly correlated across the observing band) with a transition to strong scattering conditions as the192
observing frequency decreases. The frequency range displayed in these dynamic spectra is restricted193
to exclude the radio–frequency interference (RFI) which dominates below about 20 MHz and a fade194
in signal strength at the higher frequencies due to the imposition of a hard filter to exclude the FM195
waveband.196
RFI is still visible as white areas within the plots. These were identified by applying a median197
filter to the data using a window of (19.5 MHz × 4.2 s) to flatten out the scintillation pattern and then198
applying a threshold to identify the RFI. This method appears to be quite successful at identifying199
the RFI without also falsely identifying strong peaks in the scintillation as RFI. For subsequent200
analysis the RFI data points are replaced by an interpolation from nearby data, using the Python201
Astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013; Price-Whelan et al., 2018) library routine, “interpo-202
late replace nans”. Normalisation of the data, to correct for long-period temporal variations in the203
system (e.g., gain variations resulting from the varying sensitivity of the receiving antenna array204
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(a)
(b) (c)
Fig. 1. (a) Time series of intensity received at three discrete frequencies by LOFAR station CS002
during the observation of Cas A on 18-19 August 2013, plus, (b) and (c), power spectra of two
10-minute periods within these time series’.
with source elevation), is carried out after RFI excision by dividing the intensities for each single205
frequency subband by a fitted 3rd-order polynomial.206
When analysing the data, a variety of scattering conditions are observed during the course of the207
observation, as indicated in Figure 2. Different conditions also naturally occurred over the various208
international stations compared to those observed over the Dutch part of LOFAR. In this paper we209
therefore focus our analysis on only the first hour of observation and the measurements taken by the210
24 core stations. This allows us to demonstrate the analysis techniques and to investigate the reason211
for the scintillation seen over this interval. Observations from later in this dataset undoubtedly show212
other effects and may be discussed in a subsequent publication.213
3. LOFAR Data Analysis Methods and Results214
3.1. Delay-Doppler Spectra215
The first stage of analysis was the calculation of delay–Doppler spectra: These were created from216
the dynamic spectra using five-minute time slices, advancing every minute through the observation,217
following the methods described in Fallows et al. (2014). To avoid regions more heavily contami-218
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(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
Fig. 2. Dynamic spectra of normalised intensity data taken by LOFAR station CS002 during the
observation of Cas A on 18-19 August 2013. The dynamic spectrum of the entire observing period
is given at the top, with zooms into three different hours of observation below to illustrate the range
of conditions seen. White areas within the plots indicate where RFI was identified.
nated by RFI, the frequency band used was restricted to 28.5–64.1 MHz. Example spectra from the219
first hour are presented in Figure 3.220
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(a) (b) (c)
Fig. 3. Example delay-Doppler spectra from the first hour of observation, taken using five-minute
chunks of the dynamic spectrum from CS103 over the frequency band 28.5-64.1 MHz.
Fig. 4. Curvatures of the steeper arc seen in delay-Doppler spectra calculated using data from
CS103, from simple parabolas fitted by eye. The grey bounds represent an estimated error.
The spectra show two clear arcs: the first is a steeper arc which varies in curvature throughout the221
first hour (henceforth labelled for convenience as the “primary arc”); the second is a very shallow222
arc (henceforth labelled as the “secondary arc”) which remains stable for the first 40 minutes of223
the observation before fading away. By the end of the first hour of observation the primary arc also224
becomes less distinctive for a short while before the delay–Doppler spectra again show distinctive225
structure, including a return of the secondary arc.226
The variability of the curvature of the primary arc appears to follow a wave–like pattern during227
this part of the observation, as displayed in Figure 4. Here, simple parabolas involving only the228
square term (y = Cx2 where C is the curvature) were plotted with various curvatures until a reason-229
able eyeball fit was achieved, and the resulting curvatures plotted for every minute of observation230
for the first hour. It proved impossible to achieve reasonable fits using least-squares methods due231
to confusion from non–arc structure in the spectra: Fitting curvatures to these scintillation arcs is a232
well–known problem in the interstellar scintillation field and new methods of attempting this were233
presented at a recent workshop, but they are not easily described and have yet to be published.234
Hence, we do not attempt their application here.235
The presence of two scintillation arcs likely indicates that scattering is dominated by two distinct236
layers in the ionosphere. A simple analysis, as described in Fallows et al. (2014), can be used to237
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estimate the altitude of the scattering region with a basic formula relating arc curvatureC to velocity238
V and distance L along the line of sight to the scattering region (Cordes et al., 2006):239
L = 2CV2 (1)240
The square term for the velocity illustrates the importance of gaining a good estimate of velocity to241
be able to accurately estimate the altitude of the scattering region via this method.242
3.2. Scintillation Pattern Flow243
The core area of LOFAR contains 24 stations within an area with a diameter of ∼3.5 km. When244
viewing dynamic spectra from each of these stations it is clear that the scintillation pattern is mobile245
over the core (i.e., temporal shifts in the scintillation pattern are clear between stations) but does246
not necessarily evolve significantly. Therefore, the flow of the scintillation pattern over the core247
stations may be viewed directly by simply plotting the intensity received, for a single subband,248
by each station on a map of geographical station locations, for data from successive time steps. A249
movie of the scintillation pattern flow through the observation can then be created. The result, for250
12 example time steps, is displayed in Figure 5, where a band of higher intensities can be seen to251
progress from north-west to south-east over the core. It should be noted that the data were integrated252
in time to 0.92 s for this purpose, to reduce both flicker due to noise and the duration of the movie.253
This does not average over any scintillation structure in this observation; structure with periodicities254
shorter than one second would be obvious in the delay–Doppler spectra as an extension of the arc(s)255
to greater than 0.5 Hz along the Doppler frequency axis.256
However, this is not the entire picture because the lines of sight from radio source to receivers257
are moving through the ionosphere as the Earth rotates, meaning that the scintillation pattern flow258
observed is a combination of flow due to the movement of density variations in the ionosphere and259
the movement of the lines of sight themselves through the ionosphere. Since the speed with which260
any single point on a line of sight passing through the ionosphere is dependent on the altitude of that261
point (the so-called ionosphere “pierce point”), this altitude needs to be either assumed or calculated262
to estimate a correction to the overall flow speed to obtain the natural ionospheric contribution.263
This introduces a natural uncertainty into estimates of velocity. Figure 6 shows the track of an264
ionospheric pierce-point at an assumed altitude of 200 km (an altitude chosen as representative of265
a typical F-region altitude where large-scale plasma structures are commonly observed) for the266
line of sight from core station CS002 to the radio source Cassiopeia A through the 7-hour course267
of the observation to illustrate this movement. Although not the subject of this paper, it is worth268
noting that an east to west flow seen towards the end of the observation appears to be solely due269
to the lines of sight moving across a mostly static ionospheric structure, if the 200 km pierce point270
is assumed, further illustrating the necessity to take accurate care of the contribution from line of271
sight movement when assessing ionospheric speeds.272
The movie of the scintillation pattern flow, assuming a 200 km pierce point, shows a clear general273
north-west to south-east flow during the first hour of the observation, but also indicates some short274
(minutes) periods of confusion in which a north-east to south-west component might be just about275
discernable. Any second flow is likely to be associated with a second ionospheric layer and so276
warrants further investigation.277
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Fig. 5. Normalised intensities received by all core stations at an observing frequency of 44.13 MHz,
plotted on a geographical map of the stations. The intensities are colour-coded using a colour scale
from yellow to purple with a range of 0.8 to 1.3 respectively. Times are at ∼10 s intervals from
21:22:25 UT at top left to 21:24:15 UT at bottom right, and each plot uses data samples with an
integration time of 0.92 s. Plot diameter is ∼4.5 km.
10
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Fig. 6. Map showing the track of the 200 km pierce point of the line of sight from core station CS002
to Cassiopeia A from 2013-08-18T21:05:00 to 2013-08-19T04:05:00 UT. The thicker orange part of
the track enhances the first hour of the observation. The black line winding a path across the centre
of the image is the location of the border between the Netherlands and Germany. The location of
CS002 is marked with a black star.
3.3. Estimating Velocities278
The representation of the scintillation pattern flow in movie form gives a direct and broad picture279
of the flow pattern and is very helpful in discovering short time-scale changes in speed and direc-280
tion. However a cross-correlation analysis is still necessary to assess actual velocity(s). Correlation281
functions are calculated as follows:-282
– Time series’ of intensity received by each station are calculated by averaging over the frequency283
band 55–65 MHz, with these frequencies chosen as the scintillation pattern remains highly cor-284
related over this band;285
– For each three-minute data slice, advancing the start time of each successive slice by 10 s:-286
– Calculate auto- and cross- power spectra using intensities from every station pair within the287
LOFAR core;288
– Apply low- and high-pass filters to exclude the DC-component and any slow system variation289
unlikely to be due to ionospheric effects, and white noise at the high spectral frequencies. The290
white noise is also subtracted using an average of spectral power over the high frequencies;291
– Inverse–FFT the power spectra back to the time domain to give auto- and cross-correlation292
functions.293
In the analysis the high- and low-pass filter values were set to 0.01 Hz and 0.5 Hz respectively.294
This process results in a large set of cross-correlation functions for each time slice, each of which295
has an associated station-station baseline and a primary peak at, typically, a non-zero time delay296
from which a velocity can be calculated. However, the direction of the scintillation pattern flow still297
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(a) (b)
Fig. 7. Plots for single 3-minute time slices of the median velocity and standard deviation of ve-
locities about the median versus azimuth direction, calculated from the range of velocities found
from all cross-correlation functions with the baselines within each station pair re-calculated for
each assumed azimuth direction, in the usual form, counting clockwise from north. (a) Time slice
commencing 21:05:00 UT using cross-correlations calculated after applying a high-pass filter at
0.01 Hz; (b) Time slice commencing 21:15:00 UT using cross-correlations calculated after apply-
ing a high-pass filter at 0.07 Hz. Note that the same y-axis is used for both velocity and standard
deviation.
needs to be found for calculation of the actual velocity. For this, directions were assumed for each298
degree in the full 360–degree range of possible azimuth directions and the velocities re-calculated299
using the components of all baselines aligned with each assumed direction. This results, for each300
time slice, in 360 sets of velocities and from each set a median velocity and standard deviation about301
the median can be calculated (the median is used as this is less susceptible to rogue data points than302
the mean). The actual flow direction corresponds to the azimuth with the maximum median velocity303
and minimum standard deviation, as illustrated in Figure 7.304
From this analysis the primary velocity of ∼20–40 m s−1 travelling from north-west to south-east305
is found, illustrated in Figure 7(a), corresponding to the obvious scintillation pattern flow seen in306
the movie. However, the presence of a second flow is still not obvious, although a hint of it can be307
seen in, for example, the second peak in the median velocity seen in Figure 7(a).308
A closer look at the auto- power spectra yielded the key to finding the second flow. Many spectra309
show a “bump” which can be viewed as being a second spectrum superposed on the main one.310
This is illustrated in Figure 8. To isolate this part of the spectrum, the spectra were re-filtered with311
a high-pass filter value of 0.07 Hz (the low-pass filter value remained the same), and correlation312
functions re-calculated. After following the same analysis as above to find median velocities and313
standard deviations, the second flow was found, as illustrated in Figure 7(b).314
The analysis, using both high-pass filter values, has been carried out for the full data set. The315
velocities and associated directions in degrees azimuth for the first hour of the observation are316
given in Figure 9. Error bounds in the velocities are calculated as the standard deviation about the317
median of all velocity values available for the calculated azimuth direction.318
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Fig. 8. Example power spectrum calculated from three minutes of intensity data received by CS003.
The black curve is the raw spectrum, the blue curve is the filtered and noise-subtracted spectrum.
The locations of the low-pass filter and both high-pass filters used are illustrated.
The higher velocity (henceforth labelled as the “secondary velocity”) shows some scatter: Periods319
where the secondary velocity drops to around the primary velocity values are due to the secondary320
velocity not being detected at these times; in these cases, it can still be detected in short-duration321
drops of velocity if correlation functions are re-calculated using an even higher high-pass filter value322
(the bump in these spectra appears shifted to slightly higher spectral frequencies). Values which323
decrease/increase towards/away from the primary velocity values likely represent a mix between324
the two velocities. The larger error bars seen in velocities may also be indicative in some instances325
of the standard deviation being broadened by some velocity values being more dominated by the326
other flow. The more extended period of scatter around 21:40 to 22:00 UT is a period where the327
secondary velocity is less apparent and the secondary scintillation arc fades from the delay-Doppler328
spectra. This indicates that the secondary structure is restricted in either space or time, either moving329
out of the field of view of the observation or ceasing for a period around 21:40 UT. It gives a first330
indication that the secondary velocity is associated with the secondary scintillation arc.331
3.4. Estimating Scattering Altitudes332
The velocities can now be used to estimate scattering altitudes, using the curvatures of the scintil-333
lation arcs and the simple formula given in Equation 1. Initially the movement of the line of sight334
through the ionosphere is not accounted for, since this correction also requires an estimate of the335
pierce-point altitude to be reasonably calculated. Therefore an initial calculation of the scattering336
altitudes is made based on velocity values which are not corrected for this movement.337
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Fig. 9. Top: Velocities calculated for the first hour of observation from cross-correlations created
after filtering using the two different high-pass filter values. Bottom: Directions of these velocities,
in degrees azimuth.
Using the primary velocities and combining these with the curvatures of the primary arc (Figure338
4) in Equation 1, a range of distances, L, along the line of sight to the scattering region are found.339
These distances are converted to altitudes by accounting for source elevation (Cas A increased in340
elevation from 55 ◦ to 64 ◦ during the first hour of observation). This process resulted in a range of341
altitudes to the scattering region of 200 to 900 km. Doing the same for the secondary velocities and342
applying an arc curvature of 3.2±0.3 for the secondary scintillation arc gives estimated scattering343
altitudes of only ∼70 km. If the primary/secondary velocities are combined vice-versa with the344
secondary/primary arc curvatures respectively, then the resulting scattering altitudes are clearly345
unreasonable (the secondary arc, primary velocity combination gives estimated altitudes of only346
∼10 km for example), lending further credence to the secondary velocity being associated with the347
secondary arc.348
Velocity contributions from the line of sight movement are calculated as follows: For each time349
slice, t, the geographical locations beneath the pierce point of the line of sight through the iono-350
sphere corresponding to the estimated scattering altitude at t are calculated, for both t and t + δt,351
where δt is taken as 3 minutes (the actual value is unimportant for this calculation). A velocity and352
its direction are found from the horizontal distance between these two locations and the direction of353
travel from one to the other. The general direction of the movement of the line of sight through the354
ionosphere is indicated by the orange line in Figure 6. Although the high scattering altitudes related355
to the primary scintillation arc and primary scintillation velocities lead to line-of-sight movements356
of up to ∼35 m s−1, this movement is almost perpendicular to the direction of the primary scintilla-357
tion velocity, limiting the actual contribution to ∼ 5 m s−1. The line of sight movement is, however,358
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Fig. 10. Scattering altitudes estimated using Equation 1, the primary velocities and primary scintil-
lation arc curvatures (blue curve) and the secondary velocities and the curvature of the secondary
scintillation arc (red dashed curves).
in a very similar direction to the secondary velocities but the low corresponding scattering altitudes359
also limit the contribution in this case to ∼5 m s−1.360
An iterative procedure is then followed to correct the scintillation velocities for line-of-sight361
movement at the calculated scattering altitudes, re-calculate these altitudes, and re-calculate the362
line-of-sight movement. This procedure converges to a set of final scattering altitudes within 5363
iterations. These are presented in Figure 10, with error bounds taken as the lowest and highest364
possible altitudes resulting from applying this procedure using the lower and upper limits of the arc365
curvature and scintillation velocity error bounds.366
The range of scattering altitudes encompassed by the error bounds is quite large in some in-367
stances, particularly where the calculated altitudes are higher. Although the square term for the368
velocity in Equation 1 could lead to the natural conclusion that the error in the velocity dominates369
the error in scattering altitude, the errors in the velocity calculations are, for the most part, relatively370
small. Nevertheless, the error in the secondary velocity does appear to be the dominant error in the371
lower range of scattering altitudes (the red curves in Figure 10. However, the dominant error for372
the higher range of scattering altitudes appears to be the scintillation arc curvatures, illustrating the373
importance of developing accurate fitting methods for these curvatures. Despite these concerns, it374
is clear that scattering is seen from two layers in the ionosphere; the primary scintillation arc arises375
from scattering in the F-region and the secondary scintillation arc arises from scattering much lower376
down in the D-region. Plasma decays by recombination with neutral species. In the F-region these377
densities are lower and so plasma lifetimes are longer than in the D-region. Typical plasma lifetimes378
in the F-region are of the order of hours, while they are of the order of minutes in the D-region.379
Hence the structures seen in each level may have a different source and time history.380
4. Conditions in the Ionosphere381
We now investigate what the overall ionospheric conditions were at the time and hence the possible382
cause(s) of the scintillation seen by LOFAR at the time.383
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Fig. 11. Traces of the H-component of the geomagnetic field recorded on 18 August 2013 by a selec-
tion of magnetometer stations from the Norwegian chain. From top to bottom these are, along with
their geomagnetic latitudes (2004, altitude 100 km): Longyearbyen (75.31◦N), Bjørnøya (71.52◦N),
Nordkapp (67.87◦N), Tromsø(66.69◦N), Rørvik (62.28◦N), and Karmøy (56.43◦N).
4.1. Geomagnetic Conditions384
The overall geomagnetic conditions at the time are given in Figure 11, which shows 24–hour385
traces of the H–component of magnetic field for a representative set of magnetometers from the386
Norwegian magnetometer chain for 18 August 2013. Activity can be described as unsettled, with a387
minor substorm at high latitudes, peaking at the start of the LOFAR observation. However, geomag-388
netic activity remains quiet further south, and Kp took a value of 1 at 21 UT on 18th August 2013,389
indicating that this is unlikely to be a direct cause of the scintillation seen at LOFAR latitudes. We390
therefore investigate whether TIDs were present at the time and whether these could be consistent391
with the scintillation seen by LOFAR.392
4.2. Ionosonde Data393
The presence of TIDs can be detected through the simultaneous appearance of wave-like structures394
on multiple sounding frequencies recorded by an ionosonde. This method is generally limited to a395
single point of observation and detection. The spatial extent of TIDs can be attempted by comparing396
multiple traces from different ionosondes, but this is limited by the low density of ionosondes in a397
given region. Measurements from the ionosonde in Chilton (UK) do indeed suggest the presence398
of wave-like patterns which, in principle, could be due to a large-scale TID propagating southward399
and/or MSTID triggered by a local Atmospheric Gravity Wave (Figure 12).400
4.3. GNSS Data401
However, measurements from ground-based GNSS receivers offer a more comprehensive view of402
the characteristics of any MSTIDs present (Kelley, 2009). In the present study, we focus on pertur-403
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Fig. 12. Multiple traces from the ionosonde in Chilton (UK) recorded between 20:00 18 August
2013 and 06:00 19 August 2013.
Fig. 13. Map showing the locations of the GNSS stations used.
bations in the slant Total Electron Content (STEC) observed over the evening of 18 August 2013404
from a network of GNSS stations around the LOFAR core stations (see Figure 13). These stations405
are sufficient to infer the presence of TIDs and to infer the upper spatial scale-size limit of smaller-406
scale irregularities causing the intensity scintillation seen at LOFAR wavelengths.407
The presence of TID-induced perturbations can be deduced from the presence of wave-like resid-408
uals on the STEC calculated for each satellite-receiver pair.409
STEC was calculated and detrended following the methods of Herna´ndez-Pajares et al. (2006),410
with the detrending carried out according to:411
∆STEC (t) = STEC (t) − STEC (t + τ) + STEC (t − τ)
2
[TECu] (2)412
where τ = 300s.413
It is worth noting that the measured carrier phases L1 and L2 vary with time as a consequence414
of the motion of GNSS satellites relative to a given receiver on the Earths surface. As such, the415
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(a) (b)
Fig. 14. Example of a satellite-station pair. (a) PRN01 as observed on 18 August 2013 from
Dentergem (DENT, blue line) and Bruxelles (BRUX, red line), both in Belgium, with baseline
oriented from WNW to ESE; (b) azimuth/elevation plot for PRN01 as observed from Dentergem.
spatial and temporal variabilities of ionisation gradients (such as those connected with TIDs and416
corresponding instabilities) become entangled. The various detrending methods (similar to equation417
2) lead to an estimate of ionisation gradients by considering temporal gradients only, with spatial418
and temporal variabilities intrinsically entangled in the GNSS observations.419
Figure 14 shows examples of wave-like residuals on STEC for one pair of GNSS stations420
(Dentergem and Bruxelles in Belgium) observing the same GNSS satellite. The wave pattern is421
strongest over the first two hours shown (18:00 - 20:00 UT) but then weakens considerably by422
the start of the LOFAR observation, although it remains evident. STEC from the observations of423
both stations appears well–correlated, with the Bruxelles dataset lagging behind that of Dentergem.424
Since Dentergem lies to the WNW of Bruxelles, this suggests a strong westerly component in the425
direction of travel, which could correspond with the secondary velocity seen by LOFAR.426
Figure 15 shows hourly plots of the overall geographical distribution of the STEC residuals cal-427
culated for all satellite passes seen within each hour by the GNSS stations used. The patterns shown428
in Figure 15 suggest a spatially and temporally varying propagation of MSTID wavefronts with429
components along the NE-SW as well as the NW-SE directions. Furthermore, the examples shown430
in Figure 15 also indicate the presence of smaller-scale ionisation structures in proximity to the431
wavefronts of the MSTIDs. This suggests that the scintillation seen by LOFAR is likely associated432
with the perpendicular propagation of two MSTIDs. However, the STEC variations here are also433
seen to fade by the start of the LOFAR observation.434
A further illustration looks at the overall power spectral densities for the STEC residuals on435
all satellite–receiver pairs considered here over the hourly periods 20:00 UT to 21:00] UT and436
21:00 UT to 22:00 UT (Figure 16). The earlier hour is chosen alongside the hour covering the437
LOFAR data period as this better displays the components seen in the spectra The temporal fre-438
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(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Fig. 15. Hourly geographical distribution of all STEC perturbations in the evening of 18 August
2013: (a) 18:00-19:00 UT, (b) 19:00-20:00 UT, (c) 20:00-21:00 UT, and (d) 21:00-22:00 UT.
quencies f can be converted into spatial scales L by assuming a given velocity VREL for the motion439
of the ionospheric structures across a GNSS raypath. That is:440
L =
VREL
f
(3)441
where VREL = VIONO-VS AT is the relative velocity between the velocity of the ionospheric structures442
and the scan velocity of a single raypath (at the same shell height). VS AT can be of the order of a443
few tens of m s−1 at 300 km.444
There appear to be two main components in the energy cascade from larger to smaller ionisation445
scales: one with a period of ∼1666 s, and another component with a period of ∼666 s. Taking VREL446
to be ∼100 m s−1 (the secondary velocity seen by LOFAR as this is in a south-westerly direction and447
the example GNSS data in Figure 14 indicate a westerly component), these periodicities correspond448
to spatial scales of the order of 166 km and 66 km respectively. Beyond these scales the STEC449
analysis is limited by the sensitivity of the technique (Tsugawa et al., 2007), as the Power Spectral450
Densities reach the noise floor (Figure 16). These orders of magnitudes suggest the presence of a451
larger–scale TID together with a smaller–scale TID (Kelley, 2009), while the energy cascade that452
can be observed through the Power Spectral Densities indicates that the large–scale structure breaks453
down into small–scale structures, likely owing to some instability mechanism.454
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(a) (b)
Fig. 16. Power Spectral Densities of all the TEC residuals considered during the hours (a) 20:00-
21:00 UT and (b) 21:00-22:00 UT. The arrows indicate the two components considered in the text.
4.4. Estimation of Scale Sizes of Plasma Structures455
The scale sizes of the plasma structures causing the scintillation seen by LOFAR can also be calcu-456
lated. The variations in the intensity of the received signal are caused by irregularities with a spatial457
scale size ranging from the Fresnel dimension to an order of magnitude below this value (Basu458
et al., 1998). The Fresnel length DF is related to the wavelength of the radio wave λ and the line of459
sight distance from the receiver to the scattering region L:460
DF =
√
2λL (4)461
The Fresnel length was calculated for plasma structures at altitudes of 70 km, 200 km, 350 km and462
700 km, elevations of 55◦ and 64◦, and at frequencies of 25.19 MHz, 35.15 MHz and 60.15 MHz,463
and the results are shown in Table 1. The altitudes were chosen to cover the range of altitudes iden-464
tified for the primary and secondary features in the LOFAR analysis, with the addition of 350 km465
as this altitude is commonly used within studies using GNSS satellites. The elevations of the radio466
source at the start and the end of the first hour of observation were used to establish the range of467
Fresnel scales for each altitude. The frequencies were chosen to match Figure 1.468
Table 1 shows that the Fresnel length ranges between ∼1 km and ∼5 km and therefore the plasma469
structures causing the variations in signal intensity are likely to have a spatial scale size between470
∼100 m and ∼5 km. The velocities calculated from the LOFAR data indicate that such structures471
would take tens of seconds to pass through the source-to-receiver line and the intensity variations472
in the observed signal occur on a similar timescale.473
5. Further Discussion474
Geomagnetic activity was low in the mid-latitudes at the time, so enhanced activity was unlikely475
to be the direct cause of the scintillation observed. However, a weak sub-storm was seen at high476
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Altitude 70 km 200 km 350 km 700 km
Frequency
25.19 MHz 1.4 2.3–2.4 3.0–3.2 4.3–4.5
35.15 MHz 1.2 1.9–2.0 2.6–2.7 3.6–3.8
60.15 MHz 0.9 1.5–1.6 2.0–2.1 2.8–2.9
Table 1. The Fresnel length at altitudes of 70 km, 200 km, 350 km and 700 km for three different
frequencies received by LOFAR station CS002. The ranges represent calculation using the source
elevation for the start and for the end of the first hour of observation. Values are in km.
latitudes and this reached its peak at the time of the start of the observation. An analysis of GNSS477
and ionosonde data reveals the presence of an MSTID travelling in the north-west to south-east478
direction. The larger-scale nature of this TID, and its direction of travel, are strongly consistent with479
the primary velocity and F-region scattering altitudes seen in the LOFAR observation. It is possible480
that this TID was caused by the geomagnetic activity at high latitude, but this is not confirmed.481
Simultaneously, an MSTID is also present travelling in a north-east to south-west direction which482
would most likely be associated with an atmospheric gravity wave propagating up from the neutral483
atmosphere. The smaller–scale nature of it, its direction of travel, and likely low-altitude source484
make it highly consistent with the secondary velocity and D–region scattering altitudes observed by485
LOFAR.486
The amplitude of TID activity observed through GNSS STEC residuals decreased after 20:00 UT487
(as visible from Figure 14 as well as from the comparison of hourly geographical maps in Figure488
15). However, the LOFAR observation did not start until 21:05 UT and the presence of scintillation489
on the radio frequencies observed by LOFAR remained significant for much of the first hour of490
observation. Whilst the presence of MSTIDs seems evident from the ionosonde multiple traces and491
GNSS STEC residuals in the region considered, their signatures do not appear simultaneously above492
the LOFAR core stations between 21:00 UT and 22:00 UT. This can be explained by the inability493
of GNSS to detect smaller amplitudes in STEC residuals, as the noise floor is encountered for494
observations with pierce points above the core LOFAR stations (Figures 15 and 16). The scale sizes495
of plasma structures calculated for the LOFAR data indicate that these are an order of magnitude496
lower than those estimated from GNSS STEC. Smaller ionisation scales developing, for example,497
through the Perkins instability could induce scintillation on the VHF radio frequencies received by498
LOFAR but not on the L-band frequencies of GNSS. Hence, scintillation from these mid-latitude499
smaller-scale ionisation structures, formed through the Perkins instability in conjuction with the500
presence of TIDs, is likely to be what is detected through LOFAR.501
6. Conclusions and Outlook502
This paper presents the results from one of the first observations of ionospheric scintillation taken503
using LOFAR, of the strong natural radio source Cassiopeia A taken overnight on 18–19 August504
2013. The observation exhibited moderately strong scattering effects in dynamic spectra of intensity505
received across an observing bandwidth of 10–80 MHz. Delay–Doppler spectra from the first hour506
of observation showed two discrete parabolic arcs, one with a steep and variable curvature and the507
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other with a shallow and static curvature, indicating that the scintillation was the result of scattering508
through two distinct layers in the ionosphere.509
A cross-correlation analysis of the data received by stations in the LOFAR core reveals two510
different velocities in the scintillation pattern: A primary velocity of ∼20-40 m s−1 is observed trav-511
elling in a north-west to south-east direction, which is associated with the primary parabolic arc512
and altitudes of the scattering layer varying in the range ∼200–700 km. A secondary velocity of513
∼110 m s−1 is observed travelling in a north-east to south-west direction, which is associated with514
the secondary arc and a much lower scattering altitude of ∼60–70 km. The latter velocity is associ-515
ated with a secondary “bump” seen at higher spectral frequencies in power spectra calculated from516
time series’ of intensities, indicating that it is more strongly associated with smaller–scale structure517
in the ionosphere.518
GNSS and ionosonde data from the time suggest the presence of two MSTIDs travelling in per-519
pendicular directions. The F-region scattering altitudes calculated from the LOFAR primary scin-520
tillation arc and primary velocity, and the larger density scales associated with this, suggest that this521
is associated with a larger–scale TID seen in GNSS data potentially resulting from high–latitude522
geomagnetic activity. The D-region scattering altitudes of the secondary arc and secondary velocity523
suggest an atmospheric gravity wave source for a smaller-scale TID. These TIDs trigger an insta-524
bility which leads to the breakdown of the large-scale density structure into smaller scales, giving525
rise to the scintillation observed. In the mid-latitude ionosphere the Perkins mechanism is the most526
likely instability and the features of the smaller-scale density variations observed seem consistent527
with this. To the best of our knowledge this is the first time that two TIDs have been directly ob-528
served simultaneously at different altitudes.529
This observation demonstrates that LOFAR can be a highly valuable tool for observing iono-530
spheric scintillation in the mid–latitudes over Europe and enables methods of analysis to be used531
which give greater insight into the likely sources of scattering and could be used to improve mod-532
elling of them. With a far greater range of frequencies (multi–octave if the LOFAR high–band is also533
used) and fine sampling both across the frequency band and in time, LOFAR observations offer a534
wider sensitivity than that available to GNSS measurements. The analysis techniques shown in this535
paper also demonstrate that LOFAR can observe ionospheric structures at different altitudes simul-536
taneously; a capability not commonly available for GNSS observations. It also complements these537
measurements by probing potentially different scintillation regimes to those observed by GNSS.538
Since this observation was taken, many more have been carried out under a number of projects,539
recording ionospheric scintillation data at times when the telescope would otherwise be idle.540
These demonstrate a wide range of scintillation conditions over LOFAR, some of which are541
seen only very occasionally and perhaps by only one or two of the international stations, illus-542
trating the value to be had by monitoring the ionosphere at these frequencies. A Design Study,543
LOFAR4SpaceWeather (LOFAR4SW – funded from the European Communitys Horizon 2020544
Programme H2020 INFRADEV-2017-1 under grant agreement 777442) currently underway will545
design a possible upgrade to LOFAR to enable, amongst other space weather observations, iono-546
spheric monitoring in parallel with the regular radio astronomy observations. Such a design, if547
implemented, would enable a full statistical study of ionospheric scintillation at these frequencies,548
alongside the advances in scintillation modelling and our understanding of the ionospheric condi-549
tions causing it which can be gleaned in focussed studies such as that presented here.550
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